“My Cross Country Move”
A Nurse’s Relocation Adventure
The current nationwide nursing
shortage has created unique
and exciting opportunities for
skilled nurses willing to relocate
to a new state.
In this interview, we will hear
from registered nurse, Alice
Johnson, who recently relocated from South Dakota to
Florida to take advantage of the
many opportunities afforded
to nurses who are willing to
relocate.

Florida has over three million residents
who are over the age of 65, estimated to
be in dire need of 180,000 nurses by the
beginning of 2017. As a result, hospitals
are clamouring to attract talent from around
the country. Alice saw a mutually beneficial
opportunity that would improve her personal
life as well as professional and embarked
on the adventure of relocating to a new
state. In this interview, Alice will share some
of the details of her journey, the relocation
process, challenges and considerations
involved.
The nursing shortage is nothing new.
Among the factors that have led to this
shortage problem include the US aging
nursing workforce and low unemployment,
among other issues surrounding the
industry.
“The nursing deficit is a real problem and it
has been around for decades. The aging
population in the US, rising incidences of
chronic diseases, our shrinking workforce,
and essentially the limited capacity of
nursing schools in the country are the
issues contributing to this problem, which
soon or later will become a crisis. The
implication to patients is worrying.” Alice
explains.
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A good number of hospitals are outsourcing
skilled nurses from other states and are offering
financial assistance for relocation costs.
Nurses are the linchpin in overall patient care in hospitals. Hospitals
with special units such as ICUs need more specialized nurses to
offer the critical care and emergency services the patients need
in the absence of doctors. However, it was personal reasons that
led Alice and her husband to seriously consider a move across the
country. Alice’s mother-in-law required placement in a skilled nursing
facility. Alice and her husband wanted to make sure that her final
years were spent someplace warm and comfortable where they
could also afford to live and retire.

affected by the nursing shortage, followed by New York, Ohio
and North Carolina. The hospital which offered me a job had the
opportunity for career advancement and personal development, and
lots of social benefits packages too. We have a lot of seminars and
workshops slotted around the workday. I lacked this from where I
used to work. There is a lot of flexibility and freedom in Florida, my
hospital offers annual merit increases too, apart from the competitive
pay rates they offer. These are just but a few of the pull factors that
landed me there.” She explains her source of motivation.

Alice couldn’t be happier with their choice. That said, it wasn’t without
its challenges. The relocation process impacted her economically,
physically and psychologically.
“The thing is, you have to prepare. I had to sell my house here in
Georgia, a process which took about 5 months. The financial
incentives, career and personal growth and family concerns played
a big part in my decision-making process and contributed heavily to

As a matter of fact, relocating to another state requires the nurses
to apply and acquire a license for that particular state. We were
interested in finding out if Alice experienced any challenges in getting
her license for Florida.
Below is what she had to say:

“The hospital that
offered me a job had
the opportunity for
career advancement
and personal
development, and
lots of social benefits
packages too.”

finally deciding to relocate.” She explained.
A good number of nurses planning to relocate to other states have
financial incentives as the main pull factor. This was partially the case
for Alice, however, she was also drawn to the job advancement
opportunities, weather and lifestyle in Florida, compared to South
Dakota.
“You see a nurse’s motivation to relocate is multi-factorial and
certainly not limited to financial incentives. I guess my motivation
is reflected on my entire decision-making process. Florida came
into mind as it is second after California, as one of the states most
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“Thanks for asking. I did. Any nurse willing to relocate for work
purposes in any of the states in the US has to obtain a license
for the state she is relocating to. The major obstacle is the timeconsuming process that only calls for patience. But if you’ve found a
job in that state, and start the licensing process rolling early enough,
it will be a very nice smooth transition. My advice to any nurse
willing to relocate is first to look got a job to go to and the state of
choice, then secure the license for that state. The idea is to obtain
the license sooner rather than later. If you go to the State board of
nursing sites you’ll be able to find information which will give you an
idea of how long it will take to obtain a license there. The process
can take anything from a couple of weeks to a couple of months; I

got mine in 3 weeks.”
Many hospitals outsourcing skilled nurses
from other states are offering financial
assistance for the nurses’ relocation costs,
from Alice’s experience with her new hospital.
The hospital she is working in reimbursed a
part of her relocation expenses. However,
they catered for expenses that were incurred
en route Florida e.g. airfares, moving costs
and accommodation cost.
It is worth noting that nurses still experience
new challenges even after relocation and
settling. Among the major challenges a
nurse is likely to experience is the clinical
environment or the new hospital setting.
“This is a whole new system, new unit,
new people, new culture and so forth. It’s
so overwhelming for a newcomer!” She
explains. “Most of the operational challenges
got solved after I found a nurse mentor who I
always turned to for any concerns. I was glad
my unit liked me and my mentor answered
all my questions. I’m a sociable person so it
only took me a short period of time to adjust
to the culture. I remained professional to my
team, and we worked together towards our
common objective of providing optimal care
to the patients.” She adds.
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Alice’s closing thoughts on the current
shortage of nurses and advice for nurses
who are considering relocating to other
states was inspiring and motivating. This is
what she shared:
“Frankly the shortage problem of nurses in
the US is real and only going to intensify in
the coming years. Failure to apprehend this
problem at a local, regional and national level
will lead to failure to maintain and improve
the healthcare of our people.
For nurses willing and ready to relocate,
this is a lucrative opportunity for career
and personal growth, which they shouldn’t
miss. Yes, there are challenges you will face
just as I and so many others did, and also
certain variables you are able to control and
there are certain ones you can’t control in
the process as we talked earlier on, but
they are not comparable to the many merits
you’re likely to reap on your new working
environment.”
Nurses in the United States are doing an
exceptional job in maintaining and improving
the country’s healthcare despite their
shrinking workforce. On the contrary, the

nursing shortage problem is likely to become
a crisis in the years to come as the number
of aging population increases. However, the
relocation of nurses is here to stay at least
for the coming few years and is a lucrative
opportunity that all nurses should consider.

If you are interested in starting your own
relocation journey - visit www.reloscout.com.

